ASE5300-GP

SiPass®
integrated

Graphics license
 Easy creation of graphical maps
 Routine task performed via mouse clicks
 Comprehensive library of symbols
 Support of more than 30 different graphic file types incl. Auto-CAD files

The ASE5300-GP software provides security operators with a method of visually monitoring the status of a room, a building or an entire facility and the ability to perform routine tasks with a single click of the mouse button.
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Description
The graphics option allows you to design, import and construct customised graphical
maps. These maps are then used by security operators to visually handle alarm conditions, and continually monitor the status of any point within your access control and security system.
Graphical maps are integrated with the monitoring system in SiPass integrated. This
ensures that when the status of any component at your facility changes, it is dynamically represented by a symbol on a graphical map. This dynamic updating of symbols
alerts the security operator to a change of condition and allows them to respond with an
appropriate and timely action.
The comprehensive suite of graphics tools provided by SiPass integrated allows any
facility to easily create its own graphical maps. Within minutes you can construct a map
including a full layout of your facility, dynamically changing symbols that represent
points within your system, and shortcuts to other maps or frequently used functions.
Features
 Complete, integrated suite of graphic design tools
 Comprehensive library of symbols
 Support for importing more than 30 different graphic file types
 Support for AutoCAD files
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 Ability to define and design your own dynamic symbols
 Dynamically updating maps that represent the condition of the system
 Ability to include shortcut buttons to other graphical maps
 Video surveillance (CCTV+DVR) actions can be executed directly from maps
 Display of an appropriate map in response to alarm conditions
 Display of AVIs and moving graphics within a map
 Buttons to perform frequent routines
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Certain object types are not supported.
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Benefits
SiPass integrated makes it easy to design and create your own intuitive graphical maps
in just minutes. Using the integrated suite of graphic design tools, a map can be quickly
designed that displays the facility layout and all components of your security system.
The powerful import utility allows you to import existing drawings of your facility that
were created using other dedicated drawing packages. This means that if you have a
drawing of your facility in AutoCAD 2, with only a few mouse clicks you can import it into
SiPass integrated and use it as the basis for your graphical map.
The flexibility provided by the graphics option allows you to control any aspect of your
facility directly from a map. With only a click of the mouse you can effortlessly perform
the following tasks:
 Unlock and lock doors remotely
 Switch to maps depicting other areas of your facility
 Display detailed information regarding the configuration and status of a system point
 Display video surveillance patterns and sequences
 Trigger events within the system
 Handle alarm conditions

Monitoring the activity at your site is also easily performed using a graphical map. The
status of each point in your system can be clearly displayed on a map, and when the
state of the point changes, the symbol representing it dynamically updates alerting the
security operator immediately of its condition.
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Certain object types are not supported. Please refer to the SiPass integrated user documentation.
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System Requirements
One of the following core software packages is required:
Type
ASL5000-SE
ASL5000-OA

Part no
Designation
6FL7820-8AA10 SiPass integrated Standard
6FL7820-8AA20 SiPass integrated Optima

Details for ordering
To order the SiPass integrated software extensions, you must first complete a software
license order form. Please contact your SiPass integrated supplier for further information.
Type
ASE5300-GP
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Part no
Designation
6FL7820-8AE17 Graphics license
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